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We’re An American Band
[Don Brewer]
As recorded by Grand Funk Railroad (1973)

John (lead vox); Tallis (backing vox; cowbell);
Renjin (organ); Jeremy (guitar);
Jerry (drums); Wolf (bass);
Kurt (guitar)

"Up all night, with Freddie King . . ."

Modern Love
[David Bowie]
As recorded by David Bowie (1983)

John (lead vox); Tallis (backing vox); Wolf (bass);
Kurt (guitar; backing vox); Jake (piano); Jerry (drums);
Renjin (keys-horns; backing vox); Josh (sax)

Black Velvet
[David Tyson & Christopher Ward]
As recorded by Alannah Myles (1989)

Tallis (lead vox); Renjin (bass; backing vox);
Jeremy (electric guitar); Kurt (acoustic guitar);
Jake (keys); Jerry (drums)

Whiter Shade of Pale
[Gary Brooker, Keith Reid & Matthew Fisher]
As recorded by Procol Harum (1967)

John (lead vox; piano); Jake (organ);
Renjin (bass); Jerry (drums)
Because the Night
[Bruce Springsteen & Patti Smith]
As recorded by Patti Smith (1978)

Tallis (lead vox); John (backing vox); Josh (keys);
Renjin (bass; backing vox); Jerry (drums);
Jeremy (guitar); Kurt (guitar)

Respect
[Otis Redding]
As recorded by Aretha Franklin (1967)

Tallis (lead vox; tambourine);
Sophia & Kim (backing vox); Wolf (bass); Jerry (drums);
Jeremy (guitar); Jake (organ); Renjin (piano); Josh (sax)

Back in the U.S.S.R.
[John Lennon & Paul McCartney]
As recorded by the Beatles (1968)

John (lead vox); Tallis & Tom (backing vox);
Wolf (bass); Jeremy (guitar); Kurt (guitar);
Josh (piano); Jerry (drums)

Carry On Wayward Son
[Kerry Livgren]
As recorded by Kansas (1975/1976)

Tallis (lead vox); John (backing vox); Wolf (bass);
Jeremy (guitar); Kurt (guitar); Jerry (drums);
Renjin (piano; backing vox); Jake (organ)
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For your comfort and safety, please locate the exit nearest your seat (or see the flight attendant). There are two exits at the front and rear of the auditorium. Eating, drinking, smoking & falconry are all prohibited in Strong Auditorium. Please turn off all phones, gadgets & gizmos that make noise. Please do not feed the bears, even if they beg.

“There’s a Starman waiting in the sky”